TITLE
What I Wish I Knew When I was an Entry-Level Engineer
ABSTRACT
This talk presents useful tips from the experiences of the speaker as an industry engineer for
over three decades and as a supervisor for junior engineers and 80+ internship students.
Many common problems have been identified in himself, junior engineers, and students, or
near-future engineers-to-be, in the daily life of research and development. It was necessary
for a supervisor to point out the same problem again and again. It could only be possible to
avoid such a repeated and inefficient process by preparing a document of do’s and don’ts
and having them read through it as a first step. An outcome is this talk. It covers from daily
communication with colleagues and bosses, what is good research, importance of intellectual
properties, efficient paper writing, good presentation materials, fast and efficient growth, and
to carrier building. Each topic is mostly accompanied by examples, and thus, should be useful
for young professionals in industry as well as those in academia.
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